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Penpal exchange
project

pen-pal exchanges with their peers at Utah Park Day

School, USA. They are always elated to receive letters

via airmail and enjoy reading about daily life in

distant America. The day after, our students

immediately start scribing their personal replies to

their newfound friends.

It has been an arduous year for Round Square Schools

globally, and RBIS is no exception! We are currently

enduring (with positive perseverance!) the 2nd period of

online learning this academic year, yet that has not

stopped our committed students from aspiring towards

community, personal and academic goals! Not to

mention the wide ranging opportunities presented to us

by the Round Square Group.

To date, year 7 lead the school in

their commitment to a colourful

array of Round Square projects -

they continue their monthly
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RBIS was invited to join the Global Social Leaders (GSL) Global Goals Competition. This is a

programme which is professionally supported and develops our students’ leadership skills and

understanding of Global Citizenship through active engagement with the United Nation's Global

Goals for Sustainable Development. Our students will plan and lead a team project which

addresses one or more of the Global Goals, to enable global change on a local scale. Future

Foundations will provide support through an online project framework, resources and bespoke

feedback as we develop and implement the children’s project at school.

GSL competition
Year 7 students also continue their plight to serve the wider community of Bangkok in their

Global Social leaders project.

GSL Global Goals Competition 2019-2020 video
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https://www.globalsocialleaders.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0f8CGL-Cb4&ab_channel=FutureFoundations


Poet laureate competition

Our RBIS secondary students also await results from the Round Square Poet Laureate Competition!

Chittagong Grammar School in Bangladesh invited our middle and senior school students to

enter the 2021 CGS Poet Laureate Competition. A ‘poet laureate’ is a poet appointed to represent

a country (or in this case, organisation) and formerly expected to compose poems for

national/international or celebratory occasions. This year’s competition is inspired by America’s

youth Poet Laureate Amand Gorwin who wrote the incredible poem about Covid-19 and

Community and also famously performed it at the SuperBowl.
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To expand this project, we will be taking entries within School in August with a view to

appointing our very own RBIS Poet Laureate - who will be responsible for writing poems that

celebrate OUR-BIS culture, community and achievements.

Art collaboration with a UK school
In Art and digital media lessons, the RBIS Year 8 students are collaborating and working with

Lincoln Christ's Hospital School in the UK. They will be setting work for the students at LCHS

and in turn completing work that the Lincoln Christ's Hospital School students set for our

students here at RBIS.

Please watch the video message we received from LCHS students below:

Video message from LHCS students to RBIS

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-JC8yluDYZ1CbioMq1H4BE7zhx4yyvHw/view?usp=sharing


Art student Kraben from Year 13 joined the RS Postcard conference organized by Palmer Trinity

School, USA . The call brought together more than 80 students from 22 schools in Armenia,

India, Canada, Colombia, Dubai, Japan, Germany, Thailand, South Africa and the UK.
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RS postcard conference

Students were asked to share in advance of the call a tale from folklore or legend in their part of

the world, and some of the students that sent in contributions were asked to share the story with

the group before the hosts led smaller group discussions in Baraza breakouts. Kraben, our RBIS

representative went for Phra Aphai Mani (พระอภัยมณ)ี, one of Thailand's national poems which is

also well-known folklore in the region.



In April and May our Y.6 to 10 students took part in community service related activities on

Friday afternoon:

Community service 
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Students made a video and card using ICT for medical professionals here inWeek 1:
Thailand thanking them for their above-and-beyond care for covid-19 patients (these messages

were sent to several hospitals around the country).
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Students had to contact their grandparents or other elderly relatives and try toWeek 2:
 make them feel less isolated. Ideas included virtual interviews via video call in order to then

write their biographies, playing games with them and making an e-card for them (students were

asked to pick at least 2 activities)

Students to work on a Facebook pageWeek 3:
to implement a “Positivity Campaign” flooding

social media with positive and encouraging

messages/news or to record a video of them trying

out 10 yoga poses (30 seconds per pose) or for them

to think of things that made them feel grateful and

share it with us by creating a poster.
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Students participated in 'Cards for Hospitalized Kids'. RBIS secondary childrenWeek 4:
were asked to make handmade cards for sick children which will be sent for distribution in

hospitals across Thailand. A card may seem simple, but it can truly make an impact on

hospitalized kids and their families.

Week 5:
Students completed a sustainability worksheet and created an

action plan poster on how to reduce their ecological footprint.

By using an online tool called 'Your Plan, Your Planet' the Y.6 to

10 children assessed their environmental impact in each of the

four areas (water, food, energy, and stuff) based on some of their

everyday activities.

https://yourplanyourplanet.sustainability.google/

https://yourplanyourplanet.sustainability.google/
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In September RBIS students will be joining the much acclaimed Annual Round Square

Conference. This conference will be hosted online over four days on a purpose-built Round

Square Gather Town Campus which combines video calling with fun features in a custom 2D

world. Delegates will be online for three hours each day in an environment that combines video

conferencing with retro-gaming style activities.

A look ahead

As this academic year draws to

a close, we celebrate our Round

Square collaborations and also

look to August and developing

our own RBIS project to which

we will invite other Round

Square member schools to join.

Year 10 are currently working

on an Interactive RBIS

Wellbeing Recipe Book

including not only delectable recipes, but also live student video clips and easy to follow method

guides with photographs. We hope to develop this book - perhaps by building into it;- favourite

national recipes from other Round Square schools all around the world - creating an

international book of recipes for flavoursome culinary delights.


